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QUICK SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS FOR
INTERVIEWERS
CHAPTER 1 – OPENING STATEMENT
This book is an introduction to 20 different areas of
afterlife evidence. It aims to provide the key words, books
and website for further research. Each chapter gives
details of the leading experts and the main findings. Most people are
surprised to learn that highly intelligent scientists and other professionals
have been gathering evidence for 150 years.
CHAPTER 2 - SCIENTISTS WHO INVESTIGATED
Hundreds of highly qualified scientists investigated the
evidence and found that the afterlife exists. Sir William
Crookes and the early scientists were most convinced by
materialization mediumship which is almost unknown
today.
CHAPTER 3- OUR EXPERIENCES WITH MATERIALIZATION
For the last 7 years we have studied a very rare kind of medium. In his
presence, people who have died materialize, walk around the room and
talk to us. We witnessed more than 100 reunions between people who
have died and their loved ones still living. Wendy’s father materialised as
did my sister. We have tape recordings of our conversations with some
famous people now in spirit who also materialised.

CHAPTER 4- NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCES
Fourteen facts drawn from research that prove that near death
experiences are really evidence of the afterlife and not just the workings
of a dying brain.
CHAPTER 5- OUT OF BODY EXPERIENCES
There is evidence that many people are able to travel out of their bodies
and visit the afterlife. Many talk with their loved ones who are living
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there. They describe both hellish and heavenly areas that they visit.
CHAPTER 6 PSYCHIC ABILITIES
Scientists have proved in laboratory experiments that telepathy,
clairvoyance, precognition and communication through dreams exist.
These are the basis of how we communicate with the afterlife.

CHAPTER 7 REMOTE VIEWING
For more than 20 years the United States government spent 70 million
dollars a year on a psychic spying program called “remote viewing”. This
has been studied extensively by top scientists and found to be real.
These are abilities which are the basis of how we communicate with the
afterlife.
CHAPTER 8 DEATHBED VISIONS
Detailed studies have been done of people who are dying and say that
they see visions of heaven and their loved ones who come to take them
away. Sometimes they see people who they did not know had died- and
they are always correct. There are many others reasons that these
experiences are not hallucinations.

CHAPTER 9 AFTER DEATH CONTACTS
Throughout the world many people see and hear from their loved ones
after they have died. Their loved ones tell them things that they could not
possibly know which are later proved right. There are several good
reasons why these visits are real.
CHAPTER 10 MENTAL MEDIUMS TESTED
Mental mediums have recently been tested and found to be genuine in
many university controlled experiments at the University of Arizona, the
Windbridge Institute and the University of Virginia. Studies were
conducted by the Church of England and recently by Professor Archie
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Roy and Trisha Robertson of the Scottish Society for Psychical
Research.

CHAPTER 11. ‘PSYCHIC DETECTIVES’
For millions of television viewers around the world to-day, watching the
very popular and very successful television ‘Psychic Detectives’ is their
first experience of seeing evidential psychic mediumship. This chapter
looks at the testimony of usually highly sceptical police officers who
acknowledge that the information given by the best of these psychic
mediums was incredibly accurate.
CHAPTER 12. SENSING MURDER (N.Z.)—MENTAL MEDIUMSHIP
This television series showed some of the most gifted mediums giving
accurate details about cold cases that no-one could have known. The
organizers of this series selected the very best mediums- out of seventy
five who applied to participate, the top three were chosen. They were
asked for details of the crime, the location and the killer.

CHAPTER 13. TRANCE MEDIUMS INVESTIGATED
Some mediums can go into a deep trance. They are unconscious and
unaware of what is happening while a spirit person speaks through
them. Scientists spent years studying three mediums who were
exceptionally gifted: American Leonora Piper (1857- 1950) – she was
one of the most spectacular and outstanding trance mediums who ever
lived. British Mrs Gladys Osborne Leonard (1882-1968) and British Mrs
Eileen Garrett (1893-1970).

CHAPTER 14. WRITING MEDIUMS
Writing mediums are able to go into a light trance and allow their hand to
be taken over by a spirit person. Chico Xavier from Brazil was able to
get messages from loved ones in spirit with their signature. He also
wrote hundreds of books dictated by high spirits. Other notable ones
were Rev. Stainton Moses and Carlos Mirabelli.
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CHAPTER 15. THE CROSS CORRESPONDENCES
Some of the best evidence for the afterlife came through writing
mediums under the direction of the no longer living Fred W.H Myers, a
Cambridge classics scholar and writer. When he was alive he wanted to
find a way of proving that information transmitted through the mediums
could not have come from their own unconscious mind. The method he
thought up was cross-correspondences – a series of messages to
different mediums (from the afterlife) that on their own would mean
nothing but which when put together would make sense.

CHAPTER 16. PHYSICAL MEDIUMSHIP—LABORATORY
EXPERIMENTS. A ‘physical medium’ produces phenomena that can be
seen, heard or felt by everyone present in a session. Some of the
phenomena that develop in physical mediumship include bangs and
raps which will answer questions in a cocde (one rap for yes, two for no).
Objects start to move with no apparent cause. We review laboratory
experiments with physical mediums.

CHAPTER 17. THE SCOLE EXPERIMENT—STUNNING EVIDENCE
The Scole Experiment from 1992-1998 was a recent example of physical
mediumship. The experiments, conducted by Robin and Sandra Foy
were held in England, the United States, Ireland and Spain over a period
of six years. Senior scientists who participated included Professor David
Fontana, Arthur Ellison, Montegue Keen (from the SPR), Dr Hans
Schaer attorney; Dr Ernst Senkowski, Dr Rupert Sheldrake – and others.
Phenomena observed: voices from the afterlife, levitation,
materializations of people and objects. NASA scientists formed their
own group to continue to communicate with the afterlife entities
(Solomon, 1999:73, 189).

CHAPTER 18. INDEPENDENT VOICE MEDIUMS
’Independent voice’ mediumship, sometimes called ‘direct voice’
mediumship, is a form of physical mediumship. People who have
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crossed over can be heard talking in their own voices which do not
come from the vocal cords of the medium. We have been privileged to
have experienced independent voice mediumship with David Thompson
– who also a materialization medium. Other great independent voice
mediums were John Sloan who worked closely with notable author
Arthur Findlay. Leslie Flint is one of the major direct voice mediums was
thoroughly tested.

CHAPTER 19. MATERIALIZATION MEDIUMSHIP
Of all the evidence for the afterlife there is nothing as convincing for the
existence of the afterlife as materializations. You sit in a locked room
where there are a small number of people present. Security is tight. It is
impossible for anyone to enter or leave the room … Suddenly there is
another living breathing person among you, walking around, touching
you, making jokes and sharing insights about the spirit world. Mediums.
Cited include Alec Harris, Rita Goold, Minnie Harrison, Carlos Mirabelli.

CHAPTER 20. THE HELEN DUNCAN INJUSTICE
Helen Duncan was a magnificent materialization medium from Scotland
and one of the most important women in psychic history. She was
unjustly put in prison in 1944 during WWII because the authorities feared
the information that materialized spirits were revealing could harm the
war effort. This was one of the greatest injustices ever committed by the
British government.

CHAPTER 21. SPIRIT VOICES ON TAPE—ELECTRONIC VOICE
PHENOMENA For more than 60 years experimenters in many parts of
the world have been tape-recording ‘paranormal voices’. These are
voices which can only be heard when the tape is played back. Many of
the very short messages claim to be from loved ones who have passed
on. By using the proper method of tape recording, they are likely to hear
voices of loved one or friends who have crossed over. That’s what
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happened to skeptic Dr Peter Bander – he was shocked to hear the
voice of his own mother from the grave …

CHAPTER 22. INSTRUMENTAL TRANS-COMMUNICATION (ITC)
Since about 1980 psychic researchers have claimed that they are
making contact with people who have died via radio, telephones and
computers. It is highly evidential that the contact is repeatable, is
occurring in laboratories in different parts of the world and being
subjected to close scientific scrutiny. When it is perfected, ITC has the
potential to be the most revolutionary and persuasive evidence for the
afterlife.

CHAPTER 23. THE OUIJA BOARD
The ouija board is one of the most widely used methods of 'untrained'
spirit communication. It is a primitive form of physical mediumship.
Psychics and experienced mediums say that contact is most usually with
the lowest entities who operate close to our own 'wavelength'. Follow up
experiments were done with spirits who “dropped in” to say hello- the
identity of many of them was proved to be correct. Psychic investigator
Professor Archie Roy says using a ouija board is like picking up total
strangers in a bar and inviting them home (Roy 1996: 176). If contact is
made with a more refined spirit, the response will usually be polite and
uplifting. If contact is made with very low spirits the communication will
be rude, stupid, and vulgar.

CHAPTER 24. POLTERGEISTS
The word 'poltergeist' is from German and means 'noisy spirit'. Research
into this area from the United States, Brazil, England, Scotland, Ireland,
Canada, Finland, Germany, France, Italy, India and Russia and other
countries shows that poltergeists really exist and behave in the same
way. There have been thousands of poltergeist incidents recorded.
Many people have seen solid objects flying in the air, huge kitchen
cabinets levitating, plates, glasses and clothing set on fire. Three
Psychic researchers claim that poltergeist phenomena sometimes
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involve spirits. Following the sudden death of 300,000 people in the
tsunami in Thailand poltergeist phenomena were in plague proportions.

CHAPTER 25. XENOGLOSSY
One of the most amazing psychic phenomena is xenoglossy, the ability
to speak or write a foreign language a person never learned. It comes up
during trance mediumship, writing mediumship, independent voice
mediumship and in past life regressions. Fraud, genetic memory,
telepathy and cryptomnesia (the remembering of a foreign language
learned earlier in life) are sometimes suggested as causes. But when all
these possibilities are eliminated two other explanations are left. Either
memories of a language learned in a past life or communication with a
discarnate entity— a spirit person.

CHAPTER 26. CHILDREN WHO REMEMBER PAST LIVES
There have been many cases of children from the age when they can
first talk saying that they can remember another life. They talk about
another house, other parents and families and about how they died.
Sometimes they become so unhappy that their parents arrange for them
to go to the place where they say they lived before. In many cases they
are able to identify their previous relatives. Usually the memories start to
fade by the time the child is six or seven. The evidence of Professor Ian
Stevenson is respected even by skeptics.
CHAPTER 27. PAST LIFE MEMORIES IN DREAMS
A number of people have had dreams or nightmares about past lives
which produced evidence which could later be verified. An English case
that convinced many experts, including psychiatrist Dr. Arthur Guirdham,
was that of Mrs. Smith. She was a perfectly sane, healthy ordinary
English housewife. However she had for years been suffering from
nightmares of being burned at the stake. In 1962 Mrs. Smith went to Dr.
Guirdham in a hospital's outpatient department, where Dr. Guirdham
worked as a psychiatrist. Dr Guirdham found evidence that she knew
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more about the period in history when these events occurred than the
leading historians.

CHAPTER 28. PAST LIFE REGRESSIONS
Past life regression simply involves placing a person under hypnosis and
asking them to go back through their childhood to a time before they
were born. In many cases the person begins talking about his or her life
or lives before the present lifetime, about their previous death and about
the time between lives including the planning of the present lifetime. The
main reason why at least some of these claims must be considered as
evidence are:
• the regression frequently leads to a cure of a physical illness.
• in some cases the person regressed begins to speak an unlearned
foreign language.
• in some cases the person being regressed remembers details of
astonishing accuracy which when checked out are verified by the top
historians.
31. ANSWERING THE CLOSED MINDED SKEPTICS
Rebutting the evidence for the afterlife is impossible.
Over the last 25 years we received many emails from mediums and
people around the world asking us to help them with some hard
skeptics. These are the three favourite issues skeptics raise:
a) Fraud – (we reply with The Sally Morgan case).
b) Take up the (fraudulent) million dollar challenge of that king of the
skeptics in Florida. (our reply: the greatest paranormal fraud in history).
c) skeptics think there is only one area of afterlife evidence (eg. Skeptic
saying: I reject NDE’s therefore there is no afterlife”. That is technically
a non-sequitur – ‘it does not follow’. They show ignorance that there are
twenty different areas of afterlife evidence which validates NDE’s –
where there is a duplicate spirit body of the physical body (duality: mind
is different from the brain).

CHAPTER 32. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE DIE?
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Whilst we respect religious beliefs, what you will read in this book has
nothing to do with religion. It is based on information gathered by
hundreds of courageous open minded investigators over the last
hundred and fifty years who used careful empirical observation and
analysis. This tells us that:
• All humans survive physical death, no matter what they believe.
• Hell for eternity and eternal damnation do not exist.
• Shortly before people die they become aware of a loved one
waiting to help them on their journey.
• People who die suddenly may go through a period of confusion
and not realise that they are dead.
and many other detailed points.

